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Kiron SA is a knitting manufacturer based in Casablanca, 

Morocco. The company has existed for 15 years and has a 

production of 600,000 sweaters annually. Kiron is a leader in 

the Moroccan knitwear industry with a reputation for quality, 

and reliability.

Kiron SA is completely specialized in knitwear, and generally

targets brands which require a high quality standard, 

uniqueness in design, and a cost effective production. 
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GALERIE
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AUDIT & 
CERTIFICATIONS
Due to our proximity with Europe and Morocco’s trade
agreement with the European Union, we have 0% tax and no
quota on all textile products made in Morocco. We deliver all
our goods with EUR1 certificate.
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TECHNOLOGIE

Kiron SA has also developed long lasting relationships with 
suppliers of machine embroideries and of prints. Our applications 
are externally sourced which permits us to receive the most 
innovative embroidery and print techniques on the market. Kiron
SA has, as one of its main strengths, applications using hand 
embroidery and crochet. We have a team of over 500 people 
allocated to the production of hand embroideries and crochets. 
The possibilities in hand embroidery are unlimited and working 
together with our internal design team and our customers stylists 
we come up with innovations regularly. 
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DESIGN

CREATIVE DESIGN COMPANY

Kiron SA has developed an internal 
design team coordinating all of our 
research and development and 
working on collections and styles 
that we propose to our customers. 
This allows the customers to see 
more styles and use the styles that 
we have already developed as an 
inspiration for their own collections. 
Since we have the habit of creating 
more then 500 styles a year which 
we reference and have available, 
there is a large choice of different 
styles that designers can use. Our 
design team also helps in the 
coordination of research and 
development in the areas of 
machine embroidery, hand 
embroidery, crochet and prints. 
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THEY TRUST 
US
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CONTACT US

KIRON S.A

�

�

Tel : +(212)5 22 66 27 16/17/18

contact@kiron.ma

Lotissement Mauritania, Q.I 
Sidi Bernoussi Casablanca, 
Maroc

Fax : +(212)5 22 66 27 19

www.kiron.ma

1996 200 600K / year

Creation in Employees Production


